
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4696 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest14 April 1999HU ISSN 0374 { 0676B AND V PHOTOELECTRIC LIGHT CURVES AND FIRST EPHEMERISOF NSV 11321, A NEW W UMa SYSTEMNICOLA BELTRAMINELLI1, DAVIDE DALMAZIO, JOSEPH REMIS, ANDREA MANNAGEOS (Groupe Europ�een d'Observation Stellaires), 3, Promenade V�en�ezia, F-78000 Versailles, France1 E-mail: nbeltram@eliot.unil.chNew photoelectric observations were carried out on NSV 11321, a short period sus-pected variable in the constellation Lyra (Ho�meister 1965, Kholopov et al. 1982). Thevariability was detected on the basis of 2478 visual estimates obtained from 1995 to 1997by several GEOS members. Subsequently observations were carried out using the 76-cmreector of the Jungfraujoch in the Swiss Alps, operated by the Geneva Observatory. Wecollected 322 Geneva BV photoelectric measurements on NSV 11321, using the All Skymethod, concentrated in 5 nights over a 2 year interval.
Figure 1. Finder chart of NSV 11321. Labeled stars were chosen to perform visual estimates, but theycan be used for di�erential photometry too.Plotted in Figure 1 is the star �eld used for identifying NSV 11321. Listed in Table1 are the star's identi�cation numbers, coordinates (J2000) and magnitudes from theHubble Space Telescope Guide Star Catalogue (GSC, Jenkner et al. 1990).



2 IBVS 4696Table 1: Comparison stars in the �eld of NSV 11321Label GSC No. R.A. (J2000) Dec. (J2000) GSC MagA 3122:298 18h45m19:s8s +40�0500100 9.8B 3122:2732 18h45m29:s1s +40�1501200 10.6C 3122:809 18h45m36:s4s +40�0800600 10.9D 3122:2341 18h45m31:s7s +40�0702900 11.4There was no ambiguity in the determination of the period of NSV 11321, since two ofthe nights covered more than one third of the light curve. Using the method of Kwee andVan Woerden (1956), the heliocentric Julian Dates of three photoelectric minima werefound and are tabulated in Table 2.Table 2: Times of Photoelectric Minima of NSV 11321HJD Error2450700.3444 � 0.00112451041.4344 � 0.00062451051.5484 � 0.0009The Phase Dispersion Minimization method (PDM, Stellingwerf, 1978) for period �nd-ing and O�C diagrams were applied to the photoelectric data to obtain an improvedephemeris: Min I or II = HJD2450700:3444(11) + 0:d577639(4) � E:The uncertainties in the �nal digits, using the mean square error, are given in brackets.The period found is very close to that coming from visual estimates based on 44 observedminima, which is 0:d577642 (Beltraminelli and Dalmazio, 1999; a copy can be requestedfrom the GEOS).The V magnitudes and the B�V color index folded on this period are plotted in Figure2 with di�erent symbols for each night. The V light curve and the B�V behavior leadsus to expect this to be a contact system belonging to the W UMa type rather than to bea pulsating star for the following reasons. First, the light curve shows sharp minima andwell rounded maxima, as expected for an eclipsing binary. Second, the B�V amplitudeis not larger than 0.04 mag, a very small value for a pulsating star. The faint reddeningat both minima is probably due to the eclipse of the neck of contact binaries, whichhas normally an increased temperature. Third, when plotted on the 0:d289 period, themeasurements show a wider scatter.The variation ranges in V from 11.47 � .01 for both minima to 10.96 � .01 for themaxima. Uncertainties of the measurements do not allow us to discriminate which is theprimary minimum.The slight asymmetry in the maxima, is probably indicative of star spots distributedasymmetrically over the surface(s) of the star(s).The average B�V color index is �0.451 � .004 at maximum light. Using the con-version formula described by Meylan and Hauck (1981), the resulting B�V color index,considering NSV 11321 as a system belonging to the luminosity class V, is equal to 0.417.Applying the conversion table published by Cousins (1981), NSV 11321 Lyr belongs ap-proximately to the spectral class F5. This evaluation is in agreement with Rucinski's



IBVS 4696 3(1997) \period-color" diagram, in which it is shown that the evolution leads to longerperiods and redder colors for more evolved contact systems .
Figure 2. V band light curve of NSV 11321

Figure 3. B�V color index. Open circles represent mean values every 0.05 phase, and error barsrepresent the mean square errorIn conclusion we have shown that NSV11321 is an eclipsing binary of the W UMa typeand spectral class F5, and have proposed a �rst ephemeris.We acknowledge Paolo Bernasconi for critical reading, Julie Guignard and Gilles Al-lenbach for their contribution to photoelectric measurements.
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